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SUMMARY 

In the present thesis, the thermal models for various designs of 

solar stills namely passive regenerative conventional solar still (single and 

double effects), multiwick solar still (single, double and multi-effects) and 

active regenerative double effect solar still have been developed. The models are 

based on energy balance equation for each component namely glass cover, water 

mass and the basin liner of the system. Effect of reutilisation of latent heat 

of vaporisation has also been studied. In this case, the water has been allowed 

to flow over the glass cover instead of putting it stationary. This has been 

referred as regenerative effect throughout the thesis. The flow rate has been 

obtained corresponding to different design and climatical conditions. The 

theoretical models developed for passive regenerative conventional solar still, 

multieffect solar still and active regenerative double effect solar still have 

also been validated by conducting experiments. The results have also been 

discussed in terms of instantaneous thermal efficiency for solar distillation 

units. Effect of heat exchanger in the case of active regenerative solar still 

has also been studied. The results obtained in terms of daily yield, overall 

thermal efficiency for different stills considered in all the previous chapters 

of this thesis have been compared with each other in the last chapter. 



PREFACE 

Sincere efforts are afoot among the energy planners, researchers and 

scientists to tap_ the renewable sources of energy, particularly abundant 

available,free of cost and pollution free solar energy for different 

applications e.g. cooking, water heating, water desalination, space heating, 

crop drying etc. The present work is an effort, a step forward, towards the 

improvement of the efficiencies of the existing solar distillation systems and 

development of new models with an optimistic hope to make it useful to common 

man. Energy is an essential input for economic development and improvement of 

standard of living. Before improving the quality of life each and every person 

must be given the most essential needs to realise his existence. One of them is 

drinking water. Two third of the earth is said to have filled with water, but 

surprisingly the civilised world community is unable to provide fresh water 

to most of its people particularly in third world and developing countries. 

It is needless to say that India is one among them. We, the scientists, are 

unsuccessful till date to develop an efficient, economically  viable and 

pollution free distillation systems. But it is encouraging that they are still 

putting their efforts towards the achievement of such distillation system. 

With the diminishing supply of fossil-fuels and with the increasing 

demand for energy, a vigorous search is being made for the utilization of 

non-conventional energy sources. Among these sources solar energy has a very 

high potential, particularly in the countries like India where the solar 

insolation is high. Solar energy is the most gentle source of energy having no 

pollution or hazards associated with it and is readily and freely available 
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everywhere. The daily and seasonal variations of insolation match closely to the 

needs for drinking water. There are various methods available for purification 

of water.  Distillation is the most prominent among the non  conventional 

methods. Solar distillation has the inherent  advantage of low energy 

consumption. It is simpler and more economical than the other methods for a 

capacity upto 1m3  per day, Gomkale [1968]. It requires simple technology and 

easy maintenance, hence can be used at any place without much problem. Several 

designs of solar still were presented e.g. conventional, roof type, suspended 

envelope, tubular and air inflated stills etc. Kausch [1920] and Pasteur [1982] 

mentioned the use of solar concentrators like meal coated reflectors for solar 

distillation. Abbot [1930] used cylindrical parabolic aluminum coated reflectors 

to focus solar energy on evacuated tubes of water and also tracked the motion 

of the sun. Then efforts were made to improve the operating efficiencies of the 

various types of solar stills. Forced circulation of air had been tried to 

increase the rate of vapor condensation. Latent heat of evaporation released 

during condensation of vapor was used in multieffect systems and for pre-heating 

the brine for better output. 

The basic aim in any design is to have maximum  temperature 

difference between the basin water and the glazing, which determines the amount 

of water distilled. The temperature of the water in the basin should be as high 

as possible, to get quick evaporation and the temperature of the condensing 

surface as low as possible to get faster condensation. During condensation the 

latent heat of condensation released to the condensing surface, increases its 

temperature. The higher the temperature of the condensing surface, less will be 

the distillate and more will be the losses. Sodha et.al  [1980a] studied the 

double basin solar still for re-utilisation of latent heat of condensation in 

detail. Nearly 36% more daily distillate is reported in double basin type still 



with respect to that of single basin, for a clear climatic conditions of Delhi 

Sodha et.al  [1980a]. But the main disadvantage in double basin-type solar still 

is that the water in the upper basin reduces solar intensity available on the 

basin liner and there is a problem of cleaning the two glass covers. The solar 

flux reaching the basin liner is reduced by the lower glass glazing and water 

in the upper basin, to the extent that the daily yield of the lower basin is 

only 7% to 15% of that from the upper basin, Iloeje [1985]. This result shows 

that the water in upper basin absorbs a big fraction of solar insolation which 

remains unused due to the heat capacity of water. When the flowing water is 

considered on the glazing,  it has been termed as "Regenerative Solar 

Distillation"  throughout the proposed thesis. Further, there are various 

advantages of flowing water with a minimum flow rate on the upper surface of 

lower glass cover namely, (i) the cleaning problem is minimised, (ii) the 

thermal energy storage capacity is minimised due to negligibly small depth of 

water in upper basin and (iii) the performance is further enhanced because the 

rise in temperature of the lower glass cover is minimised. The detailed study 

on the performance of the solar still due to the flowing water (i.e. 

regenerative treatment) is the content of chapter 2 in the proposed thesis. 

The overall thermal efficiency of conventional solar distillation 

system is maximum for least water depth, Cooper [1969] and Malik et.al. [1982]. 

To achieve the condition of least water depth in the solar still a multiwick 

solar still was developed by Sodha et.al.[1981]  Further, a double  slop 

multiwick solar still was designed and tested by Tiwari and Salim [1984] by 

using fibre re-inforced plastic material (FRP) for Delhi climatic conditions. 

It was observed that the double slop multiwick solar still is more efficient and 

economic than single slope during summer due to maximum solar insolation 

available for its east-west orientation. 
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There are two basic problems during the operation of double slop FRP 

multiwick solar still: 

(1)  the jute clothes get dried during peak 

sun-shine hours 

and 

(ii) wastage of excess water in early and late 

working hours 

The elimination of these problems theoretically as well as experimentally, has 

been studied in Chapter 3 of the proposed thesis. First problem was solved by 

immediate raising of water column in reservoir during peak hours and second 

problem has been solved in the proposed new design by connecting excess water 

outlet to the reservoir. Since the daily raising of water column during peak 

hours is a very difficult task for large scale installation, Tiwari [1985], a 

new arrangement has been made for a constant flow of water near jute cloth or 

intermittent flow along with capillary action. 

The enhanced output due to the reutilisation of latent heat of 

condensation in double effect conventional solar still, which is studied in 

chapter 2 and the theoretical analysis followed by experimental verification 

of improved performance of solar still for least water depth in a multiwick 

solar still which is observed in chapter 3, encouraged me to study the double 

and multi-effect distillation in a multiwick solar still. The double basin (in 

which the water is stationary in both upper and lower basins) has been studied 

by Sodha et.al.[1980a], Malik et.al.[1982] and Iloeje [1985], where the output 

is increased by 36% over the first effect. In the third effect the increment is 

only 10% and there is no significant improvement in distillate output after 

third effect. It is important to note that part of the heat in the upper basins 

remains unused due to heat capacity of the water. Hence the amount of thermal 
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energy available for evaporation deceases sharply in second effect then in 

third effect and so on. The re-use of the thermal energy as latent heat of 

vaporisation can be maximised for least water depth in each effect including 

lower basin, which is the theme of the analysis in the fourth chapter of the 

proposed thesis. It is observed that the multieffect is the most useful for 

least flow rate of water over the glass covers. The latent heat of condensation 

from first effect is completely used for evaporation in the second effect 

without any heat loss due to flow rate and in the similar way, the latent heat 

of condensation in the second effect is completely used for evaporation in the 

third effect and so on. 

The study of regenerative (i.e. the flow of water over the glass 

covers) solar still was carried out by Prakash and Kavanthekar [1986] and of 

active distillations systems by Zaki et.al. [1991], Rai and Tiwari [1982] and 

Fernandez and Chargoy[1990]. The study of regenerative method has been extended 

for active distillation system which is referred as the active regenerative 

solar still in Chapter fifth of the proposed thesis. The waste hot water 

available from the upper basin of the active regenerative solar still can be 

either fed into the lower basin or used as a hot water for any desirable thermal 

applications. 

A chapter-wise summary of the proposed thesis is as follows: 

Historical review of the solar distillation system,  its 

classification, its working principle, the basic heat and mass transfer and the 

thermal efficiency of the distiller unit have been given in the first chapter 

of the proposed thesis. 

The performance of a passive regenerative solar still has been 

investigated in the second chapter. The uniform flow rate of water over the 

glass cover has been assumed. Explicit expressions for the temperatures of water 
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and glass, outputs in lower and upper basins and efficiency of the system have 

been derived. The daily total output (i.e. the sum of the output from lower & 

upper basins) is found to be doubled than what it is for the single basin solar 

still, irrespective of the water depth in the lower basin. The still shows the 

best performance for least water-flow-rate over the glass covers. 

The third chapter presents an analysis of open and closed cycle 

multiwick solar stills. Open cycle multiwick solar still means a multiwick still 

without glass cover whereas closed cycle multiwick solar still means the still 

with glazing. Open cycle and closed cycle systems can be used for evaporative 

cooling and distillation respectively. Water flow rate has been assumed to be 

uniform. The expressions for water temperature and efficiency have been derived 

for the case of open cycle whereas in the closed cycle, the addition glass 

temperature expression has been derived. It  is observed that the thermal 

efficiency of the system is significantly increased for the least water flow 

rate in the solar distiller. An experiment has been performed for both systems 

and these observations are in good agreement with the theoretical results as 

expected by Tiwari and Salim [1984]. 

Chapter four deals with a double and multi-effect in a multiwick 

solar still. Numerical computations have been carried out by using the derived 

analytical expressions for the water and the glass temperatures and the thermal 

efficiency for a given climatic parameters of Delhi. It is found that at lower 

water-flow-rate, the double effect distillation is more efficient and with the 

increase in mass-flow-rate the overall thermal efficiency decreases. 

A new theoretical model has been presented to  analyse the 

multi-effect distillation system and based on this model a new design has been 

proposed for the system. With the help of this model, the thermal analysis has 

been done. On the basis of numerical results, it is observed that the results 
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obtained by the present model is in an accordance with the result of the 

previous models within an accuracy of 3%. It is observed that in the multieffect 

distillation system, the effectiveness of the number of effects is determined 

by the water flow-rate over the different glass covers. 

The effects of different design parameters involved in a solar 

still, in a collector and number of transfer unit (NTU) for flowing water and 

heat exchanger on the thermal efficiency of an active regenerative solar 

distillation system have been analysed in the fifth chapter of the - 

thesis. A rigorous experimental investigation for an active regenerative solar 

still without  heat exchanger has been conducted to study the different 

parameters affecting the performance of the solar still. A reasonable agreement 

has been observed between the theoretical and experimental results for an active 

regenerative solar still without heat-exchanger. For the comparison of the 

regenerative effect, the results for other cases namely passive and active solar 

still have also been studied in this chapter. It is observed that a regenerative 

effect enhances the performance of both passive and active solar stills. The 

feeding of flowing water over the glass cover into the lower basin is not 

advisable because the temperature of flowing water is lower than that of lower 

basin water. The proposed method can be used for testing of a solar still 

mentioned in this chapter. 

The chapter sixth, which is the last chapter of the proposed thesis, 

evaluates the performance of all the solar stills discussed so far in the thesis 

based on the different losses, outputs and efficiency of the system. Few 

suggestions have been given wherever it is felt necessary. 
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